Let G be a finite group with a nilpotent maximal subgroup S and let P denote the 2-Sylow subgroup of 5 . It is shown that if P n Q is a normal subgroup of P for any 2-Sylow subgroup Q of G , then G is solvable. \ Thompson [6] has shown that if a finite group G has a nilpotent maximal subgroup S of odd order, then G is solvable. Janko [3] has extended this result by proving that if the 2-Sylow subgroup of S has class < 2 , then G is solvable. We note here another condition under which G is solvable.
the 2-Sylow subgroup of S 3 then S = Prad(G) , G = MPrad(G) and P is a 2-Sylow subgroup of G .
By the lemma, G = MP , P is a 2-Sylow subgroup of G and P is a maximal subgroup of G . Let R be a 2-Sylow subgroup of G such that R * P . If 7? n P * 1 , then P £ ^(/f n P) by hypothesis. Write i? = gPg~ for some ^ in G . P n <7P<?~ is normal in P so g(p n g~ Pg)g~X = R n P i s normal in i? . Hence < R, P> c « (/? n p) .
-u But P is maximal in G so if n P is normal in G , contradicting rad(ff) = 1 . Thus R n P = 1 , and from Theorem l.U, p. 302 of [2] , we conclude that G has exactly one conjugate class of involutions.
By [6] , P has at least one involution. Suppose that P has more than one involution. Let a be an involution in the center of P and Let Q be any 2-Sylow subgroup of G~ . Write ~Q = £>rad(G)/rad(G) for some 2-Sylow subgroup Q of G . Since P n Qrad(G) is normal in P , P n Q is normal in P . Since G was a minimal counterexample to the theorem and \G\ < \G\ , G is solvable. Hence G is solvable, a contradiction. This completes the proof of the theorem.
